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[WHO WE ARE]

Non Standard Socket Screw are a major stockist & manufacturer of high 
quality fasteners. Setting standards since our establishment in 1971 we 
have the capacity to supply a unique range of products, from prototype to 
special to standard.

With a range that begins at M1.4 up to M64 (and imperial equivalents) 
and lengths as long as 700mm we aim to provide an unparalleled service.

Accreditation to BS ISO 9001 ensures quality products meeting 
worldwide standards are distributed to a customer base that extends 
across 5 continents.

Visit our website www.nssocketscrews.com
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[MANUFACTURING]

Our manufacturing facility has been developed over 35 years to meet 
our customers exacting standards. It includes double blow hot forging 
presses, CNC turning and milling lathes plus grinding and thread rolling 
machines. Parts can be manufactured in a variety of steel alloys as well 
as brass, aluminium, titanium and a range of other exotic materials.

Heat-treatment is performed on-site guaranteeing total process control 
to the highest standard with full batch traceability.  

[HOT FORGING]
45-120 ton capacity presses to hot forge 
diameters from 5mm to 36mm with lengths 
up to 700 mm( including imperial equivalents) 
in a varied range of head forms and recess 
shapes.

[CNC TURNING]
Our CNC range of horizontal, “sliding head” 
lathes and VMC supplemented with our  CAD/
CAM planning and simulation programme have 
the capacity to profile mill and turn diameters 
from 2mm to 64mm (5/64” to 2 1/2”).

[THE PROCESS]
[THREAD ROLLING]
Optimum strength thread profiles M3 to
M36 ( including imperial equivalents)  are 
available from our thread rolling machines. 
Single point thread forming up to M64 and
equivalent is also available.

[HEAT TREATMENT]
Our self-contained heat treatment department can 
process a range of alloy and stainless steel grades 
including 8.8, 10.9, 12.9, 14.9, L7 & B7 or to your 
individual requirements. 

[GRINDING]
Close tolerance grinding capabilities 
(including h8 & f9 shoulder diameters) and 
accurate pre-thread rolling diameters are 
achieved on our centreless grinding 
machines. 

Visit our website www.nssocketscrews.com



[STANDARD PRODUCTS]

As a leading supplier of standard socket screws, we stock products  
from the worlds foremost  accredited manufacturers including 
Unbrako and Holokrome.

This enables us to offer our customers quality of the highest level at 
the most competitive prices. Added to which our standard 
manufactured items enable us to supply an unrivalled range of high 
grade fasteners.

Same day/next day delivery.
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[FINISHES]

A comprehensive range of surface treatments are available including 

Zinc, Geomet®, Dacromet®, Delta®, 
Galvanized and Xylan® - for whenever applications 
require improved corrosion resistance or lubricity.
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Visit our website www.nssocketscrews.com



Theadlocking is a vital part of many customer requirements. We 
are able to supply a variety of thread locking solutions including

Tuflok®, Patlok®, Anulok®, Eslok® and Wedgelok®. 
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[THREADLOCKING]

[THREADLOCKING]

FROM BAR TTTO BOOXX TOO YYOU,,
NOON STAANDARRDD SOOCCKETT SSCREEWW

DELLIVERRSS.

Visit our website www.nssocketscrews.com
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